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SPISE 4, 27 to 29 March 2012 Lana (Italy)
(Art. 8, paragraph 6, 2nd clause)
requires that:

“each Member State shall establish
certificated systems appointed to allow
the verification of inspections and to
recognize the certificates granted in
other Member States.”
(Art. 8, paragraph 6, 3rd clause) also requires that each Member State shall endeavor to recognize the certificates issued in other Member States provided that the inspection intervals prescribed in paragraph 1 are complied with.
In order to guarantee at European level an easier identification of sprayers inspected and to improve the mutual recognition of inspections, it would be necessary to create a “SPISE” database enabling to collect the list of authorized inspection workshops and of the technicians licensed to make inspections of sprayers in use.
In Italy it has been created a national database (www.centriprovairroratrici.unito.it) in the ambit of ENAMA Working Group.

Only the sprayers inspected by the workshops listed in this database are recognized all over the country.
THE ITALIAN SITUATION

Regional responsible for
sprayers inspection activities
- List of Authorized Workshops
- List of Licensed Inspectors
- Suspension/revocation

National responsible for
database (actually DEIAFA –
University of Torino and Enama)

Data upgrade/modification

NATIONAL DATABASE

All people
(site registration not required)

- Consultation
- Data export (pdf and
  xls format)
Home page of the database site

DATABASE NAZIONALE DEI CENTRI PROVA E DEI TECNICI ABILITATI AL CONTROLLO FUNZIONALE DELLE MACchine IRROTRATRICI

Filtro di ricerca
- Resp. Regionale / Referente
- Centri
- Tecnici

Regioni
- TUTTE LE REGIONI

Province
- TUTTE LE PROVINCIE

Città
- TUTTE LE CITTÀ

Arbitrage
Erboristici
Specialists

CERCA

Risultati ricerca

ABRUZZO - Roci Antonio - 0864/333332 - rici@arsaa-mail.it

BASILICATA - Caponera Arturo - 0835/745286 - arturo.caponera@alsia.it

CALABRIA - Di Leo Antonio - 0963/42235 - adile@tiscali.it

CAMPANIA - Spigno Paola - 081/7968358 - paola.spigno@mailclip.regione.campania.it

EMILIA-ROMAGNA - Arias Marina - 051/5274604 - marias@regione.emilia-romagna.it

FRIULI VENEZI GIULIA - Frausin Carlo - 0432/529260 - carlo.frausin@regione.fvg.it

LOMBARDIA - Cavagna Beniamino - 33558414387 - beniamino_cavagna@regione.lombardia.it

MARCHÉ - Zannotti Angelo - 071/8001 - angelo.zannotti@regione.marche.it

MOLISE - Vettab Nicola - 0875/61848 - vettalino@tiscali.it

PIEMONTE - Spanna Federico - 011/4324770 - federico.spanna@regione.piemonte.it

PUGLIA - Micali Luigi - 090/5445499 - luigi.micali@regione.puglia.it

DEIAFA - Facoltà di Agraria - Via Leonardo da Vinci 44 - 10095 Grugliasco (TO)

ENAMA - Ente Nazionale per la Meccanizzazione Agricola - via Venafro, 5 - 00159 Roma - www.enama.it
National database actually contains:

1. **Name** and **reference** of the **Regional responsible people** for sprayers inspection activities;

2. **List of authorized Workshops** for each Region;

3. **List of authorized inspectors** (boom sprayer, orchard sprayers, lances and spray guns) **for each Workshop**
Workshops actually listed (march 2012)*

*Source: www.centriprovairroratrici.unito.it

TOTAL: > 140**

** Workshops operative in more than one Region are listed only once
Inspectors actually licensed (March 2012)*

*Source: www.centriprovairroratrici.unito.it

**Total: > 350**

**Inspectors operative in more than one Workshop and/or Region are listed only once**
Research results: regional responsible

- Abruzzo - Ricci Antonio - 0864/333322 - riccia@arsa-mail.it
- Basilicata - Caponero Arturo - 0835/745236 - arturo.caponero@alsia.it
- Calabria - Di Leo Antonio - 0983/422235 - adlie@itiscali.it
- Campania - Spigno Paola - 081/7968938 - paola.spigno@mail.cdep.regione.campania.it
- Emilia - Romagna - Arias Marine - 051/5274604 - mariana@regione.emilia-romagna.it
- Friuli - Venezia Giulia - Frausin Carlo - 0432/529260 - carlo.frausin@regione.fvg.it
- Lombardia - Cavagna Beniamino - 3355814387 - beniamino_cavagna@regione.lombardia.it
- Marche - Zannotti Angelo - 071/80061 - angelo.zannotti@regione.marche.it
- Molise - Vettia Nicola - 0875/618483 - vettialico@alsia.it
- Piemonte - Spanna Federico - 011/4324770 - federico.spanna@regione.piemonte.it

Regional responsible
- Authorized workshops
- Authorized inspectors

Research filters

- Resp. Regionale / Referente
- Centri
- Tecnici
- Regions
- Province
- Cities

Data export (pdf/xls)

Database responsible
Workshop: example of research results

Region: Piemonte

Responsible: Spanna Federico
Telephone: 011/4324770
Email: federico.spanna@regione.piemonte.it

Workshop: example of research results

Inspectors

Region: Piemonte
Province: Torino
Town: Grugliasco
Workshop: example of research results

Veneto Region responsible:
Zecchin Gabriele - 0425 397307 - gabriele.zecchin@regione.veneto.it

Research filters

Workshop 1:

Workshop 2:

Inspector
Inspectors: example of research results

Research filters

- Work Regionale / Referente
- Centri
- Tecnici

Workshops for which the inspector works

- TECNICO
  - TABACCHI MASSIMO
    - Abilitazione: Arborea, Erbaeze - Nº 078 del
      - Email: tabamax.m@libero.it
  - CENTRI
    - AGRITECNA ALESSANDRIA
      - ALESSANDRIA - ALESSANDRIA - PIEMONTE
      - Abilitazione: Arborea, Erbaeze - Nº C20 del
        - Referente: Visco Marco - 0131/43151 -
    - CENTRO "AGRO-SFERA"
      - Vercelli - VERCELLI - VERCELLI - PIEMONTE
      - Abilitazione: Arborea, Erbaeze - Nº C16 del
        - Referente: Tabacchi Massimo - 3383331906 - tabamax.m@libero.it
    - RELCOM SNC
      - Strada Alessandria 65, 15033 San Germano (AO) - SAN GERMANO - ALESSANDRIA - PIEMONTE
      - Abilitazione: Arborea, Erbaеze - Nº C27 del
        - Referente: Luparia Alessandro - 0142/50290 - 3381938631 -
Inspectors: example of research results

- **Research filters**
  - Keep, Regionale / Referente
  - Centri
  - Technici

- **Inspector**
  - VIDALI MARCO
    - Abilitazione: Arboree, Erbacee - N° 226 del 1978
    - Email: vidalimarcocell@gmail.com

- **Inspector**
  - VISENTIN CRISTINA
    - Abilitazione: Arboree, Erbacee - N° 238 del 1978
    - Email: cristinavisentini@gmail.com

- **Inspector**
  - VITANZA LUCA
    - Abilitazione: Arboree - N° 148 del 1978
    - Email: luca.vitanza@coldiretti.it

- **Workshop for which the inspector works**
  - CADIR LAB
    - Strada Alessandria 13, 15044 Quargnento (AL) - TO
    - Abilitazione: Arboree, Erbacee - N° C19 del 1978
    - Referente: Bosso Matteo - 0131/219696 - beta@cadirlab.com

- **Workshop for which the inspector works**
  - ASS.PROV. G.C.S. TORINO
    - TORINO - TORINO - PIEMONTE

- **Inspector not associated to a workshop**
  - Bandiera di sicurezza e di qualità per l'Immissione in servizio di macchine agricole, attrezzature e attrezzi.
How to put a new data (or data modified) into database

Administrator login

Control panel (main menu)
- Database management (A)
- Change password (B)
- Database backup (C)
Example of page for inserting a new inspector in the database

- Name
- Phone and e-mail
- License number
- Workshop to be associated (one or more)
- Type of sprayer (field crop, tree crop, others)

Database management

Inspectors

Regional Responsible

Workshop

Regional

Responsible Name

Phone and Type of sprayer (field Example of page for inserting a new inspector in the database

Lic
This database **will be upgraded** with the results of all the inspections made in the different Italian Regions and therefore **will provide also a support for monitoring the inspection activity at national level**.

This activity will be carried out in collaboration with **SIAN** (National Agricultural Information System – www.sian.it)
PROPOSAL FOR “SPISE” EUROPEAN DATABASE

MS national database and/or specific software

European “SPISE” database

Data transfer
Main Data to be transferred from National/Regional to SPISE database

1. List of authorized workshops
2. List of licensed inspectors
3. Type of sprayer inspected
4. Identification of the sprayer (type, serial number, picture, ecc..)
5. Identification of sprayer owner (farm name, country)
6. Date of the inspection and its response
7. Inspection identification number (see sticker)
8. Date (year) of next inspection
Aspects to be defined:
1. Type of software to be used (it must be able to “talk” with all national database/software)?
2. Transfer data interval?
3. Who will take care within SPISE community of the SPISE database?
4. For data consulting, free access or protected with password?
5. Other??

Could be useful to start with a swg ??
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!!